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Abstract
It is shown that the previously known N = 3 and N = 4 super-
conformal algebras can be contracted consistently by singular scaling
of some of the generators. For the later case, by a contraction which
depends on the central term, we obtain a new N = 4 superconformal
algebra which contains an SU(2)×U(1)4 Kac-Moody subalgebra and
has nonzero central extension.
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hep-th/9301010
It has been known for long time that the contraction [1] of SU(2) Lie
algebra by singular scaling of two of its generators gives rise to the algebra
of E(2). Similar contractions exist for other groups and are known as Ino¨nu¨
- Wigner contractions. It should be emphasized that this contraction proce-
dure is different from a finite scaling of generators which does not change the
algebra. Due to this characteristic difference, there are strong restrictions on
the choice of the generators that can be scaled singularly.
In a recent paper [2], Majumdar generalized the contraction procedure to
the Kac-Moody algebras by dividing the generators Ja (a = 1, · · · , D) into
two sets, Jα (α = 1, · · · , d) and J i, (i = d+ 1, · · · , D) where J i are scaled as
J i → 1
f(ǫ)
J i (1)
with f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1 and Jα are left unscaled. The contracted algebra
corresponds to the limit ǫ→ 0. For the Kac-Moody case, for a consistent con-
traction to exist, one gets the condition that the structure constants fαβi = 0.
It comes from the fact that a higher order singularity in the right hand side
of a commutator with respect to the one in the left has to be avoided for a
meaningful reinterpretation of the algebra. The contracted algebra is then
given by,
[Jαm, J
β
n ] = if
αβγJ
γ
m+n +
k
2
mδαβδm+n,0, (2)
[Jαm, J
i
n] = if
αijJ
j
m+n, (3)
[J im, J
j
n] = 0. (4)
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It is therefore observed that for the the unscaled generators, Jα, the contrac-
tion procedure allows a central term. But no such term is allowed for the
scaled generators J i’s.
In this paper, we analyze the effect of singular scalings of the type de-
scribed above for N = 3 [3] and Sevrin et al’s N = 4 [4] superconformal
algebras. The N=3 algebra contains an SU(2) subalgebra. We find that
when the SU(2) generators are scaled as in [2], the consistency of the full
algebra requires the scaling of at least one of the three superconformal genera-
tors. We present a consistent set of scaling and the corresponding contracted
algebra.
Contraction for the N = 4 algebra of ref.[4] is much more interesting. In
this case we find that the resulting algebra is a new N = 4 superconformal
algebra with an underlying SU(2)×U(1)4 Kac-Moody subalgebra-with all the
central terms surviving. For this case, the scaling is different from the ones
used in previous paragraphs, since it is dependent on an in-built parameter
of the original algebra which determines the central terms.
To illustrate our basic procedure and for algebraic simplicity, we first
present the contraction of the N = 3 algebra and later on go to the more in-
teresting case of N = 4. We start by writing down the N = 3 superconformal
algebra:
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0, (5)
[Lm, φn] = [(dφ − 1)m− n]φm+n, (6)
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where φn ∈ {Gar , Jan,Γr}, corresponding dφ ∈ {32 , 1, 12} and a ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
{Gar , Gbs} = iǫabc(r − s)Jcr+s, (a 6= b), (7)
[Jam, G
a
r ] = mΓm+r, (no sum on a), (8)
[Jam,Γr] = 0, (9)
[Jam, J
b
n] = iǫ
abcJcm+n +
c
3
mδabδm+n, (10)
{Gar , Gas} = 2Lr+s +
c
3
(r2 − 1
4
)δr+s,0, (no sum on a), (11)
{Γr,Γs} = c
3
δr+s,0, (12)
{Γr, Gas} = Jar+s, (13)
[Jam, G
b
r] = iǫ
abcGcm+r, (a 6= b). (14)
For the contraction of this algebra the Kac-Moody generators Ja are
scaled in the same manner as in [2] with Jα ≡ J3, J i ≡ (J1, J2). As a result,
the modified algebra for these generators becomes,
[J3m, J
3
n] =
c
3
mδm+n,0, , (15)
[J3m, J
i
n] = iǫ
ijJ
j
m+n, (16)
[J im, J
j
n] = 0. (17)
By observing eqns. (7) and (13), we conclude that a consistent contraction
of the N = 3 algebra then requires the singular scaling of one of the two
pairs of generators, (G3, Γ) or (G1, G2). We discuss here the former case,
although the later one is also analogous. The scaling of the four generators
J1, J2, G3 and Γ is done by the same factor 1
f(ǫ)
. Then eqns.(5)-(9) remain
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unchanged after scaling. The rest of the algebra, eqns.(11)-(14), is modified
to the following form:
{G3r, G3s} = 0, (18)
{Γr,Γs} = 0, (19)
and
{Gir, Gis} = 2Lr+s +
c
3
(r2 − 1
4
)δr+s,0, (no sum on i),
{Γr, Gis} = J ir+s, (i = 1, 2),
{Γr, G3s} = 0,
[J im, G
3
r] = 0,
[J im, G
j
r] = iǫ
ijG3m+r,
[J3m, G
i
r] = iǫ
ijG
j
m+r. (20)
We have explicitly verified that after the above modifications, all the
Jacobi identities are satisfied. Therefore the modified algebra (5)-(9), (15)-
(20) is a consistent superconformal algebra. As in ref.[2] a difficulty in the
physical interpretation of the above algebra is the presence of vanishing (anti-
) commutators in eqns.(17), (18), (19). It causes problem for a free field
realization of the algebra and thus for an explicit construction of the Hilbert
space of such theories. Moreover the vanishing anticommutator (18) implies
that the operator G3 can not be interpreted as the usual superconformal
generator. Similar problems also occur if one tries to contract N = 1 and 2
4
superconformal algebras. We now discuss a contraction of the N = 4 algebra
of ref.[4], where both of these problems can be avoided.
To work out the contraction of the N = 4 algebra and to be self contained,
we start by writing down the algebra in [4]. This algebra has sixteen gen-
erators, namely, Lm, G
a
r , (a = 1, · · · , 4), A±im (i = 1, 2, 3), Qar (a = 1, · · · , 4)
and Um. Their conformal weights dφ are 2,
3
2
, 1, 1
2
and 1 respectively. The
algebra is written as,
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0,
[Lm, φn] = [(dφ − 1)m− n]φm+n, φn ∈ {Gan, A±n , Un, Qar},
[A+im , A
−j
n ] = 0,
[A+im , Q
a
n] = α
+i
abQ
b
m+n,
[Um, G
a
n] = mQ
a
m+n,
[Um, Q
a
n] = 0,
[Um, A
±i
m ] = 0, (21)
and
{Gam, Gbn} = 2δabLm+n +
c
3
(m2 − 1
4
)δabδm+n,0
+ 4(n−m)[γα+iabA+im+n + (1− γ)α−iabA−im+n],
[A+im , G
a
n] = α
+i
ab [G
b
m+n − 2(1− γ)mQbm+n],
[A−im , G
a
n] = α
−i
ab [G
b
m+n + 2γmQ
b
m+n],
[A+im , A
+j
n ] = ǫ
ijkA+km+n −m
c
12γ
δijδm+n,0,
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[A−im , A
−j
n ] = ǫ
ijkA−km+n −m
c
12(1− γ)δ
ijδm+n,0,
{Qam, Gbn} = 2(α+iabA+im+n − α−iabA−im+n) + δabUm+n,
[A−im , Q
a
n] = α
−i
abQ
b
m+n,
{Qam, Qbn} = −
c
12γ(1− γ)δ
abδm+n,0,
[Um, Un] = −m c
12γ(1− γ)δm+n,0, (22)
with
α±ijk =
1
2
ǫijk; α
±i
j4 = −α±i4j = ±
1
2
δij ; α
±i
44 = 0,
[α±i, α±j] = −ǫijkα±k, {α±i, α±j} = −1
2
δij ; [α+i, α−j] = 0.
It is noticed that the central extension of the above algebra is parameterized
by two parameters c and γ. This fact is crucial for our contraction, since the
scaling function f(ǫ) for this case depends on γ. More precisely, we choose
ǫ = 1 − γ > 0, f(ǫ) = √ǫ with γ → 1, and scale eight of the generators
A−i, Qa, U of the N = 4 algebra by the same scaling function 1
f(ǫ)
. For
γ > 1 one can choose ǫ = γ − 1 and obtain similar results. For our choice,
a close observation shows that this is a consistent scaling for the algebra in
eqns.(21) and (22). After this singular scaling one gets an algebra where the
(anti-) commutators in eqns.(21) are left unchanged. The rest of the algebra,
eqn.(22), is modified to
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{Gam, Gbn} = 2δabLm+n +
c
3
(m2 − 1
4
)δabδm+n,0
+ 4(n−m)α+iabA+im+n,
[A+im , G
a
n] = α
+i
abG
b
m+n,
[A−im , G
a
n] = 2mα
−i
abQ
b
m+n,
[A+im , A
+j
n ] = ǫ
ijkA+km+n −m
c
12
δijδm+n,0,
[A−im , A
−j
n ] = −m
c
12
δijδm+n,0,
{Qam, Gbn} = −2α−iabA−im+n + δabUm+n,
[A−im , Q
a
n] = 0,
{Qam, Qbn} = −
c
12
δabδm+n,0,
[Um, Un] = −m c
12
δm+n,0. (23)
In this case also we have explicitly verified that the commutation relations
in eqns. (21) and (23) satisfy all the Jacobi identities among these generators.
Hence they form a consistent algebra.
It is noticed that the generators A−i’s in the contracted algebra satisfy
the commutation relations of affine U(1) generators since the structure con-
stants for these have disappeared. This, in fact, is a general property of
the contraction since it was already observed in eqns.(4) that the structure
constants in the commutator of the scaled generators J i’s vanish. Another
aspect of our contraction is that the central terms in all the (anti-) commu-
tators of the original algebra, eqns.(21)-(22) survive and therefore one can
7
hope to obtain its free field realization.
We have thus obtained a new N = 4 superconformal algebra which is
distinguished from the previously known N = 4 algebras of [3] and [4] by
the undelying SU(2)×U(1)4 Kac-Moody symmetry. It is also observed that
the the contracted algebra, eqns.(21) and (23), contains, as a subalgebra, the
Ademollo et al N = 4 algebra [3] which is satisfied by the generators, Lm, G
a,
and A+i. Although the existence of Ademollo et al N = 4 subalgebra was
also noticed in [4], however, for their case the choice γ = 1 implied c = 0
and the algebra became centerless. Here we have shown that an algebra with
nonzero central extension can be obtained for γ → 1 by the singular scaling
of eight of the generators A−i, Qa, and U .
Finally, another contraction of the algebra in [4] can also be done by
scaling A+i instead of A−i and taking the limit γ → 0 with ǫ = γ. It will be
interesting to obtain a free field realization of the new N = 4 superconformal
algebra presented in this paper. This is crucial for obtaining the Hilbert
space and the unitary representations of this algebra.
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